
A Spanish Odyssey: our first Spanish Meet 
Spring 2020 

Our first Spanish Meet started with just four couples in          
Alcossebre. After the trials and tribulations of three days of          
stormy weather which left the road from Zaragoza only just          
passable because of the snow and      
the campsite battered by debris     
from the sea, we were all hoping       
for some improvement, and we     
were not going to be disappointed.      
From then on it was virtually blue       
skies and warm sunshine for the      
rest of the trip. 

Alcossebre was a good starting point      
for those who made it. Our group       
had been depleted by illness and      
other issues but it was good that our        
new members, Trevor and Maggie     
had made it all the way from       
Northern Ireland. 

The beautiful weather meant that     
we were able to explore the coast       
and walk up to the castle of Alcala        
de Xivert as well as cycling from       
the site in all directions. We also       
managed lunch at Piero’s which,     
some of you will know, pretends to       
be a transport cafe but houses a       
very good Spanish restaurant.  
The week went by all too quickly but we were looking forward            
to Javea where we would be joined by five more friends and            
lots more time. 
  



Continued; 
The group expanded as more arrived in Javea where the          
activities varied from cycling and hiking with a few lunch stops           
thrown in. The weather was warming up with full sunshine on           
most days. 
Overlooking Javea is Montgo    
where the challenge was    
issued to climb to the top. 

A small group set off and after       
a 3 hour climb they made the       
summit!  
 
 

It looks a long way up there! 

As anyone who   
has been to   
Javea will know   
this is a great    
achievement. 

Well done. 
 
Hiking, biking and climbing mountains were not the only         
activities, there was wine tasting, games evenings and social         
evenings in the Campsite bar and of course the odd BBQ or            
two, a great time was had by all who would also like to thank              
John & Tina Walker whose idea it was, but unfortunately          
couldn’t make it due to illness.  


